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NEW RELEASE: DOCURAMA

WHICH WAY HOME
2010 Academy Award® Nominee for Best Documentary Feature


Nominated for the Academy Award® for Best Documentary Feature and winner of
the Robert F. Kennedy Journalism Award for Best International Television Program,
WHICH WAY HOME also received 4 Emmy nominations and an Independent Spirit
Award nomination for Best Documentary Film.



With a broadcast premiere on HBO on August 24th 2009, WHICH WAY HOME also
had a successful run at over 20 film festivals.



Release is timed for inclusion in Oscar® promotions.



The film received rave reviews from major publications, including the LA Times
(“Harrowing”), Esquire (“Tremendous—eye-opening filmmaking”) and Cinematical
(“A truly captivating documentary, that doesn’t carry an agenda”).



With two versions of the film—Spanish language and Spanish with English subtitles
and title cards—this documentary brings the topical and controversial issue of
immigration to an even wider audience.



Grassroots and PR outreach to immigration groups, political outlets, and news
media, tapping into the timely debate on immigration.

SYNOPSIS Traversing more than 1,450 miles upcountry, Mexican freight
trains routinely are boarded by migrants hoping to reach America. Among
the thousands who ride the trains, many are children traveling alone. They
come from all over Mexico and Central America, risking everything for the

PRODUCT INFORMATION
chance of a better life. Academy-Award® nominee WHICH WAY HOME
follows some of these unaccompanied children as they make the long and
treacherous voyage to the U.S. border. Some, like Olga and Freddy,
venture out in search of distant relatives. Others, like Kevin, hope to find
work to support their families at home. Often traveling for months or even
years at a time, these courageous and determined children each have

RELATED & RECOMMENDED

DVD FEATURES: Deleted scenes; information on the national center for refugee and

immigrant children.
SRP: $29.95 U.S. $34.95 CAN
FORMAT: DVD Single
PACKAGING: Single Amaray
LENGTH: Approx. 83 mins + extras
GENRE: Documentary
YEAR: 2009

LANGUAGE: Spanish; Spanish with English

Subtitles
COLOR: Color
WIDESCREEN: Yes
AUDIO FORMAT: Stereo
UNITS PER CARTON: 30

stories of hope and resilience, disappointment and sorrow.
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